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TO:

The Chair and Members
of the Board of Directors,
Credit Valley Conservation

SUBJECT:

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES COST
RECOVERY AND FEE SCHEDULE UPDATE

PURPOSE:

To inform the Board of Directors of CVC the status of cost
recovery for the plan review and regulation programs and to
seek approval of the 2021 fee schedules.

BACKGROUND:
Credit Valley Conservation (CVC) plays an important role in providing approvals under
Section 28 of the Conservation Authorities Act (CAA) and clearances for planning and
other development related activities across the watershed – while ensuring an efficient,
expeditious, fair and transparent process. In keeping with the Ministry of Natural
Resources and Forestry’s guidelines for the collection of fees under Section 21 of the
Conservation Authorities Act, CVC collects fees for regulatory permits and plan review
services, including responses to legal, real estate and public inquiries.
The socio-economic impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic (the ‘pandemic’) are widespread
and well documented – as are the pandemic’s impact on the development industry, local
contractors, municipalities and watershed residents. Socio-economic certainties (e.g.
project feasibility and resource needs) are critical for the economy to begin to recover, and
while CVC’s Planning and Development Services (PDS) may play a small role, the
success of socio-economic recovery within our watershed requires our focused attention
while maintaining a fiscally responsible approach to cost recovery.
CVC Plan Review and Permit Fee Structure
In 2003, the CVC Board of Directors approved an updated cost recovery strategy to collect
fees associated with the plan review and permit programs – recognizing the anticipated
increase in growth and development throughout the jurisdiction and subsequent
anticipated increased workload for CVC Planning and Development Services (PDS) staff.
The approved fee strategy was to target ‘development paying for development’ while being
reasonably consistent with other CA and municipal fees for similar services and in keeping
with industry standards.
Over time, a 60/40 revenue to levy standard was established targeting a maximum 60%
revenue from development (fee-for-service) and the remaining 40% from general/special
levy to cover program costs. This was based on trends developed from CVC and several
other CA’s experience with resourcing plan review and regulation staff. In general, the
60% revenue (fee-for-service) cost recoverable component of the budget recognizes the
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substantial amount of resources used in supporting plan review and regulation programs,
while the 40% levy component recognizes the high level of effort used to support CVC
policy and guideline development, as well as municipally driven planning activities.
In 2016, at the direction of the Board, CVC PDS staff developed a temporary staff time
tracking system to collect data necessary to undertake an analysis to confirm the
relevancy of the 60/40 revenue to levy standard. At that time, it was found that staff time
spent on plan review and permitting (revenue) versus plan input (levy) is consist with the
60/40 standard which supports the necessary staff capacity and expertise for effective and
efficient program delivery.
Past CVC Plan Review and Permit Fee Updates
Since 2003, plan and review permit fees have been consistently adjusted to reflect inflation
and service delivery costs, the range of types of applications, and the increased policy
and regulatory scope (e.g. changes in provincial policy, CA regulations etc.) continually
requiring a higher level of resources and expertise for review. While navigating these
increasingly complex and resource intensive applications, it continues to be expected that
CVC staff meet service delivery standards and that permit fees for individual property
owners be kept to a minimum - as not to increase minor permit fees to a point they become
a deterrent resulting in increased violations and non-compliance.
The last substantial update to plan review and permit fees was made in 2016, following a
staff level comprehensive fee review and stakeholder consultation process (Board
resolution 81/16). In 2018, plan review fees (except subdivision fees) were increased by
3.5% and permit fees by 10%, recognizing inflation, to support maintaining a high level of
client services and staff retention, and to be consistent with other Greater Golden
Horseshoe (GGH) CA and municipal fees. In addition, a reserve account was established
for revenue received late in a given year, to be applied in subsequent year(s) where most
resources for review would be used (Board resolution #87/18).
In 2019 the Board endorsed staff’s recommendation to maintain 2019 plan review and
permit fee schedules for 2020, recognizing a comprehensive fee review was to be
undertaken in 2020 for 2021 fees (Board resolution #99/19).

ANALYSIS:
As highlighted above, the Board directed CVC Planning and Development Services (PDS)
staff to undertake a comprehensive fee review and stakeholder consultation in 2020, to
be implemented in 2021. In general, the objectives of the fee review were to determine
the full cost of plan review and regulation programs related to application processes
(direct, indirect and capital costs), and to determine fees to recover the full cost of services,
while having regard for stakeholder interests, affordability and market considerations (e.g.
fee comparisons, existing PDS fees, industry standards and best practices).
While PDS staff’s most recent analysis of the 60/40 cost recovery to levy model (using
staff time tracking and financial data) continues to support PDS program functions, the
data collected and results from the comprehensive fee review will also be used to test its
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relevance.
Status of PDS Comprehensive Plan Review and Permit Fee Review
Upon initial consultations with stakeholders in late March of this year (in particular the
building industry, it quickly became apparent there was no appetite for discussion
regarding PDS fee reviews/increases – recognizing the emerging pandemic and the
immediate and anticipated impacts on regional and local social and economic factors. As
a result, PDS staff’s comprehensive plan review and permit fee review was delayed in an
effort to focus resources on enhancing PDS workflow digital transformation as well as
improvements to enhance client’s digital services and experience with PDS staff (e.g.
online regulatory mapping, online permit applications, hardware/software to support the
submission and review of application materials digitally, and issuing digital permits).
In spring of this year, as part of their Client Services and Streamlining Initiative
Conservation Ontario (CO) led discussions between CAs on obtaining a consultant
(Watson and Associates Economists Ltd.) to undertake a CA wide comprehensive plan
review and permit process and fee review. While many CAs were not in a position to
resource such an initiative or had recently undertaken a comprehensive fee review (e.g.
Conservation Halton and Hamilton Conservation recently completed a comprehensive
review – undertaken by Watson and Associates Economists Ltd.), there was broad
support including particular interest from CVC and several other GGH CAs.
In late summer of this year, CVC staff led the initiative to obtain a draft proposal from
Watson and Associates for their services to undertake a GGH CA coordinated planning
and permitting process and individual user fee review. Following this, and while all CAs
continued to be supportive of the initiative, only CVC and Niagara Peninsula CA staff
decided to coordinate with Watson and Associates to obtain a final proposal to begin the
review in fall of 2020 to be completed by the end of March 2021 (see Schedule ‘D’,
Appendix 1 attached – note the proposed budget contained in the final report remains
under negotiation).
Current Trends for Applications Received and Factors Influencing Cost Recovery
One main concern that continues to be a major influence on achieving cost recovery
targets is that plan review and permit fees collected are often dependent on factors beyond
CVC’s control. These factors include the state of the economy, political influences, market
limitations and the pace, phasing, and timing of development – with the pandemic and
associated socio-economic impacts being no exception.
The following tables provide a brief review of the planning and development applications
received by CVC (Table 1) and associated revenue, program cost and cost recovery
(Table 2) from 2015 to 2019. It should be noted that the number of applications in a
particular category during a given year does not reflect the upward trending complexity
and increasing amount of effort/expertise needed to review the applications. As previously
noted, this is in part due to the increasing and ever-changing scope/complexity of policy
and regulatory frameworks – as well as the increased demands and CVC’s commitment
to maintaining a high level of client centric customer services.
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Table 1 – Trends in Applications Received for 2015 to 2019
Year

Plan Review
Applications

Permit
Applications

Property
Inquiries

*Environmental
Assessments

2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
AVERAGE

161
158
171
180
189
172

367
354
373
386
300
356

146
168
144
175
203
167

15
17
14
14
14
15

*excludes Class EA Schedule A/A+ - municipal minor works and standard maintenance activities.

Table 2 – Trends in Revenue, Program Cost and Cost Recovery for 2015 to 2019
Year
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
AVERAGE

Revenue ($)
541,000
716,000
725,000
809,000
898,000
738,000

Program Cost ($)
1,200,000
1,300,000
1,300,000
1,300,000*
1,350,000
1,290,000

Cost Recovery (%)
45
55
56
62
67
57

*program cost remained constant from 2016 to 2018 due to cost savings in staffing (e.g. gapping, underfilling etc.).

In general, trends indicate a steady increase in the number of development applications,
revenue generated and cost recovery from 2015 to 2019, with a consistent number of
environmental assessments - the exception being permit applications in 2019. While cost
recovery continued to increase over previous years, this reduction in permit applications
may be attributed to customer service improvements and streamlining efforts including;



Increasing pre-consultation and client centric services - often resulting in applicant
not requiring a permit and/or moving the development outside the regulated area;
and
‘Bundling’ permits – where more than one type of development activity is proposed
on the same property (in particular, larger complex applications such as
subdivisions and infill/redevelopment projects where permit fees are included in
the plan review fees), rather than processing multiple applications for the different
activities (such as earthworks, bridge construction, and watercourse realignment)
the works are ‘bundled’ into one application (or if an existing application exists,
revise it if eligible), cutting red tape and streamlining the process.

Although the challenges in predicting revenue from development continue (factors largely
beyond CVC staff’s control), time tracking and the five-year trends indicate a reasonable
and effective forecasting and cost recovery model continues to be achieved (i.e. close to
the 60/40 revenue to levy ratio) with increasing cost recovery from ‘fee-for-service’
revenue streams.
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Projected Applications Received and Cost Recovery for 2020
Below, Table 3 provides the projected 2020 planning and development applications
(including environmental assessments) received by CVC, and Table 4 the associated
projected 2020 revenue, program cost and cost recovery. Additionally, both Tables 4 and
5 include the four-year averages for each category for comparison purposes.
Table 3 – Projected Applications Received for 2020
Year

Plan Review
Applications

Permit
Applications

Property
Inquiries

*Environmental
Assessments

**2020

213

370

130

15

***AVERAGE

172

356

167

15

*excludes Class EA Schedule A/A+ - municipal minor works and standard maintenance activities.
**calculated using actuals as of September 30, projected to December 31
*** 4-year average from 2015 to 2019

Table 4 – Projected Revenue, Program Cost and Cost Recovery for 2020
Year

Revenue ($)

*Program Cost ($)

Cost Recovery (%)

**2020

710,000

1,300,000

60

***AVERAGE

738,000

1,290,000

57

*projected program cost for 2020 are below 2019 due to cost savings in staffing (e.g. gapping, underfilling etc.).
** calculated using actuals as of September 30, projected to December 31
***4-year average from 2015 to 2019

Although property inquiries are projected to be below the four-year (2015 to 2019)
average, plan review and permit applications received are projected to be above average.
Notably, there continues to be an increase in the complexity of planning applications and
a substantial increase in 2020 minor (single family residential) permit applications from
2019. The projected decreasing trend in property inquiries for 2020 is in part due to the
impacts of the pandemic (stalled real estate, lawyer and office related activities in Q1/Q2),
as well as the increase in pre-consultation activities undertaken in 2019 (that is, permit
applications coming in from pre-consultations undertaken in 2019).
The projected decrease in 2020 revenue is in part due to the types of plan review and
permit application fees received between Q1 and Q3 (a substantially higher level of the
minor categories of application types were processed), as the more major and complex
planning applications continue to progress and review workload is phased over multiple
years. However, it is cautioned not to draw conclusive inferences from Table 4, as it is
difficult to accurately project revenue over a given period because the types and timing of
when planning and permit applications are received is often highly unpredictable as
previously noted. The above average projected cost recovery for 2020 (60%) is in large
part a result of program costs being generally maintained to under 2019 levels, as well as
the consistent revenue stream received from applications (despite the challenges faced
from the pandemic). While there is a noticeable decline in projected cost recovery from
2018 and 2019 levels – it is an indication that the on-going comprehensive process and
fee review is timely.
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Finally, It should be noted the above analysis only reflects approximately 60% of PDS
staff’s overall time spent/cost – whereas the remaining 40% is focused on plan input and
pre-development activities which require an increasingly higher level of resources to keep
up to Provincial and municipal policy and pre-development initiatives, and are not cost
recoverable items (i.e. are levy or special levy items).
Proposed 2021 Fee Schedules
Attached to this report as Schedule ‘D’, Appendix 2 and 3 are the proposed 2021 fees for
plan review and permits, respectively. Recognizing the comprehensive fee review will not
be completed until March 2021, that inflation estimates for 2020/21 are currently very low,
and the on-going efforts of CVC to support the Provinces economic recovery (while
continue to be fiscally responsible), no changes to the 2021 plan review or permit fees are
proposed at this time. However, the following categories (and associated fee) and note
are proposed to be added:




A fee of $15,000 for comprehensive EAs/master plans (or equivalent) – this fee is
proposed to be added to the plan review fee schedule (fees collected by CVC) and
is consistent with fees formerly/currently being collected from municipal partners
not opting into our EA sustainable funding partnership services; and
Adding the applicant driven multiple submission fee note found in the permit fee
schedule notes, to the plan review fee schedule – this note was approved to be
added to the permit fee schedule by the Board in 2016, and should also be included
in the plan review fee schedule for consistency.

On-Going Impacts of Province’s Modernizing Conservation Authority Activities
Review
There remains a considerable amount of uncertainty of the range of impacts from the
province’s ‘modernizing conservation authority activities’ initiative on CVC’s PDS
programs and their administration. It remains unclear how the new regulations will change
CVC’s administration of the Section 28 regulation, as well as what programs (or parts
thereof) will be addressed in regulation and subsequently eligible for general levy funding.
It is anticipated the new regulations outlining CA mandatory activities, Section 28
requirements, and fee administration may be released in late 2020 or in 2021.
A report on PDS’s customer service and streamlining activities in response to provincial
modernizing CA activities will also be presented for the Board’s consideration at the
November 2020 CVC Board of Directors meeting.

COMMUNICATIONS PLAN:
All watershed municipalities will receive the 2021 fee schedules in advance of the start of
the new year and the schedules will be posted on the CVC website for public viewing.
BILD has been consulted and they support the recommendations of this report.
As indicated in the attached proposed Planning and Permitting User Fee Review proposal
by Watson and Associates, there will be a consultation period in early spring of 2021
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regarding the findings and initial recommendations of the study, prior to the Board
considering the final results and PDS staff’s recommendations for implementation.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
The recommended 2021 fee schedules will continue to assist in meeting 2021 budgetary
projections, as a steady and consistent level of planning and development related
applications continue to be anticipated. The reserve account created in 2018 has not been
used to date, and will only be used in the event substantial revenue is received from new
applications, and the fee (or a portion thereof) should be deferred to the subsequent year
if/when it is determined most of the resources to review the application will be used.

CONCLUSION:
The guidelines established by the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (2010) for
collection of fees under Section 21 of the Conservation Authorities Act allows conservation
authorities (CAs) to charge fees for plan review services, CA permits and responses to
public inquiries. CVC’s last comprehensive fee review was implemented in 2018, with a
modest inflationary increase for most application types, new fee categories and provisions
for repeat (poor) submissions.
In 2019, the CVC Board of Directors directed PDS staff to undertake a comprehensive fee
review in 2020. Recognizing CVC’s past practice of comprehensively reviewing and
updating plan review and permit fees on a consistent two to three timeframe, the fact there
remains uncertainty on the range of impacts from the COVID-21 pandemic and the
province’s modernizing conservation authority activities initiative, and that CVC staff’s
comprehensive fee review was delayed until October 2020. It is recommended the 2021
plan review and permit fees be maintained at 2020 levels until the completion of the
comprehensive fee review (March 2021).
It is expected that maintaining 2021 fees at 2020 levels will continue to provide sufficient
support to plan review and permitting services, assist in staff retention, and allow CVC to
meet client centric customer service delivery standards – also allowing additional time for
CVC staff to evaluate the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic and updated CA regulations
(anticipated to be released in late 2020 or 2021).
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RECOMMENDED RESOLUTION:
WHEREAS CVC staff undertook a comprehensive review and update to plan review and
permit fees in 2018 which was implemented in 2019; and
WHEREAS the socio-economic impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic are widespread,
resulting in economic uncertainties throughout the watershed and delays in Planning and
Development staff’s start-up of the 2020 comprehensive plan review and permit fee
review; and
WHEREAS the province has yet to release the updated regulations affecting how CVC
administers the Section 28 regulations, Planning and Development Services’ program
funding source(s) eligibility, and fee collection standards; and
WHEREAS CVC staff have secured a consultant to assist in completing the
comprehensive fee review to be completed in the spring of 2021; and
WHEREAS the Board of Directors will be updated on the status of deliverables from the
‘Planning and Development Services Customer Service and Streamlining Action Plan
(June 2019)’ at the November 2020 Board of Directors meeting;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the report entitled “Planning and Development
Services Cost Recovery and Fee Schedule Update” be received and appended to the
minutes of this meeting as Schedule ‘D’; and
THAT the Board of Directors approve the proposed 2021 plan review and permit fee
schedules attached as Schedule ‘D’, Appendix 2 and 3; and
THAT CVC staff report on the findings and recommendations for implementation of the
on-going comprehensive fee review and stakeholder consultation in the spring of 2021;
and further
THAT staff be authorized to continue to use the reserve account to defer revenue
received late in a given year for a review that will be undertaken in a subsequent year.
Submitted by:

__________________________
Josh Campbell
Director, Planning and Development Services
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Recommended by:

__________________________
Deborah Martin-Downs
Chief Administrative Officer
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October 16, 2020

Mr. Joshua Campbell
Director, Planning and Development Services
Credit Valley Conservation Authority
1255 Old Derry Road
Mississauga, Ontario
L5N 6R4
Dear Mr. Campbell
Re: Planning and Permitting User Fee Review Proposal
Watson & Associates Economist Ltd. (Watson) is pleased to provide this letter proposal
which outlines out proposed, approach and cost estimate to undertake a Planning and
Permitting User Fee Review for Credit Valley Conservation Authority (CVC). Our study
objective, workplan/approach, timeline, and detailed budget are summarized below.

1.

Introduction

Conservation Authorities (CAs) have a role in municipal planning, plan review, and
Conservation Authorities Act s. 28 permitting related to development activity, natural
hazard prevention, and management and the protection of environmental interests.
CVC has requested that Watson provide a proposal to undertake a full cost user fee
review pertaining to their role in plan review and Conservation Authorities Act s. 28
permitting. The key objectives to the user fee review are to determine the full cost of
application/permit processing (i.e. direct, indirect, and capital costs) by
application/permit type and to make fee recommendations to recover the full cost of
service, having regard for stakeholder interest, affordability, and market considerations.
The Fee Review will be coordinated with the Niagara Peninsula Conservation Authority
(NPCA) and the methodology and timeline within the proposal have been prepared to
take advantage of those coordination opportunities

2.

Experience and Qualifications

Watson is a Mississauga based firm of municipal economists, planners, and
accountants which has been in operation since 1982. With a municipal client base of
more than 250 Ontario municipalities, Conservation Authorities, and utility commissions,
and 47 school boards, many of which are long-term repeat clients, the firm is
recognized as a leader in the municipal finance/local government field. The firm has a
Plaza Three
101-2000 Argentia Rd.
Mississauga, Ontario
L5N 1V9

Office: 905-272-3600
Fax:
905-272-3602
www.watsonecon.ca

H:\PROPOSAL\Credit Valley Conservation Authority\CVC User Fee Review
Proposal.docx
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committed 29-person staff that has worked together for many years. The firm’s
principals have participated extensively as expert witnesses on municipal finance
matters at the Ontario Municipal Board (O.M.B.).
A feature of many studies completed by the firm includes the development of a solid
information basis, and then working closely with staff and politicians to develop
consensus around controversial issues. Further, many of our studies involve public
participation, presenting key information to the public in an understandable format, and
seeking public input in developing recommendations and future directions as part of a
study process.
Our work has involved many aspects of municipal finance and economics, including
assisting municipalities and conservation authorities across the Province with full cost
user fee studies. These studies have included planning application and permitting user
fee reviews for CAs, development application fee reviews (planning applications,
building permits, engineering fees) for our Municipal clients, as well as parks and
recreation user fees. Our firm also specializes in development charges, water and
wastewater rate studies, public sector accounting (P.S.A.B.), asset management and
fiscal impact related services, financial feasibility assessments, capital and operating
impacts of municipal servicing, demographic forecasts, and local economy impact
assessments.
Detailed corporate profile information for Watson is attached to this proposal.
2.1

Project Team

The consulting project team assembled for this assignment has demonstrated user fee
review experience. Watson staff work in multiple internal departments to ensure
transferable skill sets and task flexibility in order to get any job completed on time and
on budget. Furthermore, Watson staff is well-versed in operational applications such as
Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint, as well as analytical skills including model
creation and implementation, spatial and statistical analysis. Watson has implemented
monthly corporate workshops designed to keep employees up to date on the
methodologies and applications used in various departments as well as current clients
and projects.
Sean-Michael Stephen, MBA, Manager, would represent the firm as Project Manager
and be responsible for all facets of the study. Since joining the firm in 2014, he has led
and assisted in the preparation of numerous user fee studies, development charge
background studies, water and wastewater rate studies, and long-term financial plans
for our municipal clients. Sean-Michael led the Planning and Permitting user fee review
undertaken on behalf of Hamilton Conservation Authority and played a key role in the
Planning Permitting and Parks user fee review undertaken for Conservation Halton.
Sean-Michael has received a certificate in training from the International Association for
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Public Participation (IAP2) and brings a combination of strategic experience and strong
analytical and data modelling skills to the organization.
Andrew Grunda, MBA, CPA, CMA, Principal, will act as Advisor and through this role
will provide quality assurance on deliverables and provide advisory to the Project
Management and technical staff as required. Andrew has been Watson since 1996,
before which he worked for the former Regional Municipality of Hamilton-Wentworth.
He is presently a member of the firm’s senior management group, which develops
interpretations of legislative requirements, as well as methodologies for alternative
policy strategies for all facets of the corporate assignments. Andrew has undertaken
user fee studies for numerous municipalities throughout the Province. Furthermore, he
has assisted in the advancement of the concept of A.B.C. within rate structures.
Andrew has undertaken numerous lectures on Municipal Act, 2001, Part XII Fees and
Charges, Bill 124 Building Code Statute Law Amendment Act and Bill 175 Sustainable
Water and Sewage Systems Act on behalf of the AMCTO and MFOA.
Connor Jakobschuk, MBE, Analyst, will assist in the collection and compilation of
data, policy review, modelling, and the compilation and preparation of reports and
presentations. Since joining Watson, Connor has assisted in gathering and compiling
background information for D.C. studies, water and wastewater rates, and user fee
studies, including assisting in the development of the user fee model and survey
preparation for the user fee review undertaken for Hamilton Conservation Authority.
Connor holds a Master of Business Economics degree from Brock University.

3.

Approach and Methodology

3.1

Methodology

Our proposed methodology for this assignment is to develop an activity-based costing
(A.B.C.) model for CVC that quantifies the full costs of service. An A.B.C. methodology,
as it pertains to conservation authorities, assigns an organization's resource costs
through activities to the services provided to the public. An A.B.C. methodology
attributes service effort and associated costs from all participating business units to the
appropriate user fee service categories. Conventional accounting structures are
typically not well suited to the costing challenges associated with planning and
permitting activities as these accounting structures are business unit focused and
thereby inadequate for fully costing services with involvement from multiple CA
business units. An A.B.C. approach better identifies the costs associated with the
activities for specific costing categories and thus is an ideal method for determining full
cost user fees.
As illustrated in Figure 3-1, an A.B.C. methodology attributes processing effort and
associated costs from all participating business units to the appropriate user fee service
categories. The resource costs attributed to processing activities and application/permit
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categories includes direct operating costs, indirect support and corporate overhead
costs, and capital costs. Indirect support function and corporate overhead costs are
allocated to direct business units according to operational cost drivers (e.g. information
technology costs allocated based on the relative share of departmental personal
computers supported).
At a planning application and permit level, once support costs have been allocated
amongst direct business units, the accumulated costs (i.e. indirect, direct, and capital
costs) are then distributed across the various planning application and permit categories
based on the business unit’s direct involvement in processing those applications/
permits. The assessment of each business unit’s direct involvement in planning and
permitting activities is accomplished by tracking the relative shares of staff processing
effort across each application/permitting fee category’s sequence of mapped process
steps. The results of employing this costing methodology provides a better recognition
of the costs utilized in delivering planning and permitting activities, as it acknowledges
not only the direct costs of resources deployed but also the operating and capital
support required by those resources to provide services.
Having established the average processing costs by user fee service category,
application and permit characteristics (e.g. application size, sub-processes, etc.) are
considered to inform the fee structure design. These fee structure design charging
characteristics are vital to implementation of a defensible and sustainable funding
source.
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Figure 3-1
A.B.C. Methodology Flow Diagram

3.1.1

Changes to the Conservation Authorities Act

Recent changes to the Conservation Authorities Act through the Building Better
Communities and Conserving Watershed Act, 2017 (Bill 139) and the More Homes,
More Choice Act, 2019 (Bill 108), have implications for the types of services CAs
provide and how costs are recovered. While these pieces of legislation have received
royal assent, the sections that pertain to the provision of and fees for programs and
services will come into effect on a day to be named by proclamation of the Lieutenant
Governor.
Programs and Services
Section 21.1 of the Conservation Authorities Act identifies the programs and services
that a CA is required or permitted to provide within its area of jurisdiction. The proposed
changes to the Conservation Authorities Act will redefine the programs and services to
include:
•

•

Mandatory programs and services (s. 21.1) related to:
o Risk of natural hazards, conservation and management of lands owned or
controlled by the authority, source protection authority under the Clean
Water Act, 2006, and as prescribed by regulation
Municipal programs and services (s. 21.1.1)
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•

o Provided through a memorandum of understanding (MOU) or agreement
with municipal partners
Other programs and services (s. 21.1.2)

CAs may apportion operating costs of “mandatory” and “municipal” programs and
services to participating municipalities. “Other” programs and services may be included
in the apportionment if identified in an MOU or agreement. The apportionment of costs
may also be appealed by the participating municipalities.
Fees for Programs and Services
Currently, s. 21 of the Conservation Authorities Act provides the authority for CAs to
charge fees for services. Furthermore, the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry
sets additional principles and policies for charging fees, including:
•
•

Setting fees to recover the full cost of administering and delivering the service;
and
For planning services, fees should be designed and administered in accordance
with s. 69 of the Planning Act:
o s. 69 of the Planning Act states that fees should be designed to recover
the anticipated cost of processing each type of application.

The changes to the Conservation Authorities Act will require fees, including those for
plan review, s. 28 permitting, and other programs and services, to be determined by the
CA if not prescribed through regulation. CAs will be required to maintain a fee schedule
that sets out the programs and services that it provides and for which it charges a fee,
the amount of the fee, and the manner in which the fee has been determined.
CAs will be required to adopt a fee policy, including fee schedule, frequency and
process for review (including notice and public availability), and circumstances for
request of reconsideration. The fees and fee policy shall be made available to the
public and reviewed at regular intervals. Notice of any changes to the list of fees,
amount of any fee, or the manner in which the fees were determined shall be given to
the public.
Summary
The changes to the types of programs and services that CAs are permitted to provide
as well as their ability to recover costs through municipal levies, through agreements
and memorandums of understanding, or through fees and charges, suggest there will
be a greater need for full cost accounting principles (i.e. direct, indirect and capital
costs) and transparency in the determination of fees and charges for all programs and
services provided.
•

Full cost accounting assessment and user fee study will assist in substantiating:
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o Funding required for mandatory services;
o Costs to be apportioned to municipal partners for services provided
through MOU or agreements; and
o Costs of other services and programs (e.g. plan review, permitting, and
recreational/educational programs) and rationalizing full cost fee
recommendations.
3.2

Project Work Plan

Based on our understanding of the requirements for this assignment and our experience
with similar undertakings, the following work plan has been developed for this
assignment. The workplan also identifies the areas where the work plan will be
coordinated with the proposed user fee review being undertaken by the NPCA.
3.2.1
•

•
3.2.2
•

•
•

Task #1 – Review of project methodology, fee review trends, and current
legislation
Undertake an initial start-up meeting with CA staff to discuss assignment
methodology/deliverables and review the implications of legislation on user fees.
This start-up meeting will cover the following:
o User fee design and cost recovery issues, in context of the Planning Act
and Conservation Authorities Act, and the Province’s Policies and
Procedures for Conservation Authority Plan Review and Permitting
Activities;
o A.B.C. methodology incorporating these legislative and regulatory
guidelines to ensure all related direct and indirect costs permitted under
the legislation are considered;
o Finalize a detailed project work plan and timeline;
o Initiate discussions on fee design, fee categorization/characteristics and
process delivery mapping; and
o Identify information requirements for the assignment.
One (1) joint meeting with staff from CVC and NPCA staff is anticipated.
Task #2 – Receive and review background documents from CA staff
Review to include the following:
o Historical application and user fee volumes/activities;
o Organization structure;
o Existing fees and fee by-laws; and
o Approved budgets;
Conduct preliminary analysis and identify activities and processes that may
require fees;
Review budgets to establish direct programming costs associated with each user
fee costing category; and

Watson & Associates Economists Ltd.
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•

Review preliminary list of CA comparators and establish best practices.

3.2.3

Task #3 – Discussions with CA staff to document fee categories,
differentiating fee design characteristics, participating CA staff positions,
and process maps

•

Consider recommendations provided at the initiation meeting and as determined
through the review of background documentation, in the context of fee
categorization/characteristics, to provide the development characteristics to be
tested through the costing component of the assignment. This will determine if
fee structure adjustments are warranted based on material cost recovery
impacts;
Develop sample process maps (to be completed by Watson) with regard to fee
categories/processes and staff compliment established through these
discussions; and
Review and update sample process map steps (to be completed by CA staff).
One (1) joint meeting with staff from CVC and NPCA staff is anticipated to
finalize fee categorization decisions and review effort estimation process

•
•
•
3.2.4

•
•
•

•
•

Task #4 – Secure CA staff application processing effort estimates and
quality test these effort estimates through capacity utilization and
benchmarking tools
Prepare communication materials for staff to provide staff effort estimations for
the established fee category effort estimation;
Support CA staff in working sessions to document processing effort estimates for
all user fee categories;
Prepare staff capacity utilization and benchmarking quality control analysis to
verify accuracy/defensibility of processing effort estimates and resource
allocations. Capacity utilization results are assessed against available staff
capacity to test for defensibility; and
Prepare survey of comparator planning application and permit fees for CVC and
NPCA.
One (1) staff capacity/resource allocation working session is anticipated.

3.2.5

Task #5 – Update A.B.C. model to determine the full costs of the planning
and permitting processes. Prepare user fees structure options, revenue
forecast, and principles of user fee policy for staff review

•

Develop A.B.C. model to ensure appropriate fee costing categories, direct and
indirect cost drivers, data flows and full cost fee schedule generation. Model will
project annual activity-based costs for planning applications and permit review
based on application/permit volumes by type;

Watson & Associates Economists Ltd.
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•
•

•
•
•
3.2.6
•
•

o Development of A.B.C. model will include indirect step-down costing
model for the allocation of organizational indirect costs to direct service
functions;
Combine information obtained from the staff initiation and facilitation meetings
with an analysis of CA budgets to establish the direct processing costs
associated with each user fee costing category;
Model costing results will be utilized to generate fee structure options. Full cost
and other policy-driven fee structure options will be considered in consultation
with CA staff. These policy-driven fee structure options will be developed with
regard for industry best practices, comparative analysis, and applicant
affordability; and
Prepare principle of user fee policy (including frequency of future reviews, notice
requirements, public availability, and circumstances for request of
reconsideration) based on industry best practices.
One (1) meeting to present fee structure options to CA staff for
consideration.
Draft fee recommendations will be shared between NPCA and CVC to
understand changes to fee structures being considered
Task #6 – Prepare Draft Report
Prepare a draft report which will summarize the project methodology, findings,
and full cost recovery and proposed fee structures; and
Circulate draft report to CA staff for review and comment.

3.2.7

Task #7 – Prepare Final Report and Present at Board of Directors Meeting

•

Prepare a Final Report summarizing legislative context and resultant
methodology, including a summary of the full cost recovery assessment, full cost
recovery fee structure, implementation plan, user fee policy, and a comparative
assessment of its relative competitiveness with peers
o Final report and recommended fee structure will be provided for staff
consideration.
One (1) presentation of Final report and proposed fees to the Board of
Directors or Committee is anticipated.

•
3.2.8
•
•

Provisional Task - Present report and recommended fee structure to
Development Industry Stakeholders
Prepare presentation materials for findings meeting which will summarize the
project methodology, findings and full cost recovery and proposed fee structures.
Include property specific impact analysis and municipal and CA peer fees survey;
Present the study findings and recommended fee structure to a group of
development industry stakeholders as identified by CA staff;

Watson & Associates Economists Ltd.
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•
•
•
•

4.

Document input received at the presentations for subsequent discussion with CA
staff and potential inclusion in the Final Report;
Provide assistance to CA staff in responding to questions and comments during
and following the consultation; and
Revise the report and recommendations as necessary.
One (1) meeting with development industry stakeholders would be
anticipated for this provisional task.

Budget and Timing

Based on the work program identified above, our (net) upset budget estimate to
complete user fee review is $24,070 (exclusive of applicable taxes). Table 4-1
summarizes our proposed budget for the project based on the items outlined in our
work program and the discussion points below. The proposed budget accounts for cost
savings of $3,600 as a result of the coordinated study process with NPCA.
This quotation provides for four (4) virtual staff meetings and one on-site meetings to
present the final report to the Board of Directors:
•
•
•
•
•

One (1) joint start-up meeting with CA staff;
One (1) joint meeting to finalize costing categories and review the process for
populating staff effort estimates.
One (1) staff capacity working session;
One (1) meeting to present fee structure options to CA staff for consideration;
and
One (1) presentation of Final report and proposed fees to the Board of Directors

A provisional budget item has been included in the Table 4-1 for the presentation of
draft findings to development industry stakeholders at a cost of $2,900.
Additional meetings and presentations may be arranged and would be billed above and
beyond the upset budget limited based on the hourly rate set out in Table 4-1. Should
this budget not reflect the level of effort envisioned by CVC, we would be pleased to
review the scope of the work and budgetary requirement with you.

Watson & Associates Economists Ltd.
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Table 4-1
Detailed Estimate for Each Major Study Component

Workplan Task
Hourly Billing Rate
Task #1 – Review of project methodology, fee review trends, and
current legislation
Task #2 – Receive and review background documents from CA
staff
Task #3 – Discussions with CA staff to document fee categories,
differentiating fee design characteristics, participating CA staff
positions, and process maps
Task #4 – Secure CA staff application processing effort
estimates and quality test these effort estimates through capacity
utilization and benchmarking tools
Task #5 – Update A.B.C. model to determine the full costs of the
planning and permitting processes. Prepare user fees structure
options, revenue forecast, and principles of user fee policy for
staff review
Task #6 – Prepare Draft Report
Task #7 – Prepare Final Report and Present at Board of
Directors Meeting
Total Project Hours (excl. Provisional Deliverables)
Total Fees
Disbursements (travel, telephone, courier, reports)
Total Budget (HST Extra)
Provisional Deliverables
Provisional Task - Present report and recommended fee
structure to Development Industry Stakeholders
Subtotal - Provisional Deliverables (HST Extra)

Estimated Project Hours
Andrew
Sean-Michael
Connor
Grunda,
Stephen,
Jakobschuk,
Principal
Manager
Analyst
$
300 $
220 $
135

Estimated
Fees

-

4

6

$

1,690

-

4

6

$

1,690

-

6

8

$

2,400

2

12

16

$

5,400

2

12

16

$

5,400

2

10

12

$

4,420

8

6

$

2,570

6.0

56.0

70.0

1,800

12,320

9,450
$
$

23,570
500
24,070

-

2

8

4

$

2,900

2

8

4

$

2,900

Table 4-2 sets out the proposed timeline for the user fee review. Assuming project
initiation with the first meeting in early-November 2020, the study process has been
designed to have a four-month duration with completion by March 2020.
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Table 4-2
Detailed Timeline for Each Major Study Component
Activity
November-20 December-20 January-21
Task #1 – Review of project methodology, fee review
JSM
trends, and current legislation
Task #2 – Receive and review background documents from
CA staff
Task #3 – Discussions with CA staff to document fee
JSM
categories, differentiating fee design characteristics,
participating CA staff positions, and process maps
Task #4 – Secure CA staff application processing effort
SM
estimates and quality test these effort estimates through
capacity utilization and benchmarking tools
Task #5 – Update A.B.C. model to determine the full costs
of the planning and permitting processes. Prepare user
fees structure options, revenue forecast, and principles of
user fee policy for staff review
Task #6 – Prepare Draft Report
Task #7 – Prepare Final Report and Present at Board of
Directors Meeting
Provisional Deliverables
Provisional Task - Present report and recommended fee
structure to Development Industry Stakeholders

Meetings
JSM - Joint Staff Meeting
SM - Staff Meeting
DM - Development Industry Stakeholder Meeting
BD - Board of Directors

February-21

March-21

SM
DR
FR

BD

DM

Milestones
DR - Draft Report
FR - Final Report

The timing we have proposed for this project would allow for the project to be complete
within four months of initiation, based on an anticipated start date of mid-January 2020.
We trust this proposal addresses your request; however, please let us know if you
require additional details.
Yours very truly,
WATSON & ASSOCIATES ECONOMISTS LTD.

Andrew Grunda, MBA, CPA, CMA
Principal

Watson & Associates Economists Ltd.
CVC User Fee Review Proposal
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CORPORATE PROFILE
Watson & Associates Economists Ltd. (Watson) is one of Canada’s leading economic
consulting firms. Established in 1982, we offer a comprehensive range of fiscal
planning and policy services to clients in government and the private sector throughout
Ontario and beyond.
Our unique and dynamic team of specialists has assisted clients from over 250
municipalities, utilities and school boards, as well as private industry, and senior levels
of government, to frame their financial and economic strategies.
Watson is widely recognized as a leading authority on the fiscal aspects of the
municipal government sector. The firm has earned its reputation for quality of analysis,
as well as pragmatic and insightful interpretation of the issues we manage. We are well
known for achieving results that translate into successful outcomes for our clients.
“We are well known for achieving results that translate into
successful outcomes for our clients.”

OUR PHILOSOPHY
At Watson, we firmly believe that professional expertise, wide experience with local
issues and the provincial legislative environment, and an understanding of client
expectations are the basic fundamentals for analyzing issues and securing the desired
results.
With every assignment, we strive to identify the strategies that are best suited to
meeting the challenges facing our clients. Since 1982, our integrated team of financial
and economic specialists has provided quality research and analytical expertise to
clients. In that time, we have built long-term relationships with a broad range of
municipal, provincial and school board clients, who value our judgment and advice.
Also, Watson has numerous working relationships with major law firms, planning and
engineering companies, with whom we also work on multi-disciplinary assignments.
“We strive to identify the strategies that are best suited to meeting
the challenges facing our clients.”
Plaza Three
101-2000 Argentia Rd.
Mississauga, Ontario
L5N 1V9

Office: 905-272-3600
Fax:
905-272-3602
www.watsonecon.ca
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OUR SERVICES
We offer our clients a broad range of economic forecasting and financial planning
services to help them plan for their future. Our main areas of specialization include:
MUNICIPAL, SCHOOL BOARD AND UTILITY FINANCIAL POLICY STUDIES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Financial and economic impact assessment for major projects and new development
areas
Municipal capital and operating budget policy
User rate studies (i.e. water, wastewater, stormwater, solid waste, development
processing and building permits)
Long range planning for school accommodation
Asset management and PSAB
Water and wastewater financial plans (O.Reg.453/07)

DEVELOPMENT CHARGE POLICY
•

Municipal, utility and education development charges, including research and calculation
of the charge, by-law adoption process, expert witness testimony, front-end financing,
subdivision agreement links and implementation matters

DEVELOPMENT MARKET AND DEMOGRAPHIC FORECASTING STUDIES
•
•
•

Forecasts, feasibility studies and land needs assessment for a variety of land uses
Population, household, non-residential space and employment forecasts
Growth management studies

SERVICE MASTERPLANNING AND ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT
•
•
•
•

Assessment of long-term service needs
Present value costing and financial affordability evaluation for major undertakings
Property value impact and compensation policy
Business, employment and other economic impacts

LOCAL GOVERNMENT RESTRUCTURING AND GOVERNANCE
•
•
•
•
•

Assessment of options and strategies
Service evaluation and financial impact analysis
Benchmarking and performance measurement
Asset and liability distribution
Ward boundary reviews

Our goal is to do the very best for our clients. We are determined to produce
outstanding results by taking advantage of the most appropriate computer modelling,
analytical techniques and up-to-date databases and research available. At Watson, our
vision is to continue to strive for excellence. We endeavour to go beyond our clients’
expectations of service and establish ourselves as the leading provider of top-quality
economic consulting services in our selected markets.
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Conservation Authority User Fees

Background

Conservation Authorities (CAs) have a role in municipal planning,
plan review, and Conservation Authorities Act s. 28 permitting related
to development activity, natural hazard prevention, and management
and the protection of environmental interests. CAs also provide
recreational and education programs and services to further their
objectives through CA-owned lands.
Recent changes to the Conservation Authorities Act through Bill 139
and Bill 108, once proclaimed, will have implications for the types of
services CAs provide and how costs are recovered.
Programs and Services
Programs and services provided by CAs will include:
•

•
•

Mandatory programs and services (s. 21.1) related to:
o Risk of natural hazards, conservation and management
of lands owned or controlled by the authority, source
protection authority under the Clean Water Act, 2006,
and as prescribed by regulation
Municipal programs and services (s. 21.1.1)
o Provided through a memorandum of understanding
(MOU) or agreement with municipal partners
Other programs and services (s. 21.1.2)

CAs may apportion operating costs of “mandatory” and “municipal”
programs and services to participating municipalities. “Other”
programs and services may be included in the apportionment if
identified in an MOU or agreement. The apportionment of costs may
also be appealed by the participating municipalities.
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User Fees
Fees, including those for plan review, s. 28 permitting, and other
programs and services, will be determined by the CA if not
prescribed through regulation.
CAs will be required to adopt a fee policy, including fee schedule,
frequency and process for review (including notice and public
availability), and circumstances for request of reconsideration.
Summary
These changes suggest there will be a greater need for full cost
accounting principles (i.e. direct, indirect and capital costs) and
transparency to be applied to all services and programs provided.
•

Expertise

Full cost accounting assessment will assist in substantiating:
o Funding required for mandatory services;
o Costs to be apportioned to municipal partners for
services provided through MOU or agreements;
o Costs of other services and programs (e.g. plan review,
permitting, and recreational/educational programs) and
rationalizing full cost fee recommendations

Watson has knowledge and experience in developing activity-based
cost justification policies for over 40 municipalities in Ontario related
to the full spectrum of development application user fees (i.e.
Planning, Building, Engineering) and other municipal user fees (e.g.
Parks and Recreation) that comply with the associated legislation
(i.e. Planning Act, Building Code Act, and Municipal Act) while
minimizing the negative financial implications.
We have assisted CAs as well as municipalities, ranging from small
communities to large urban cities. This breadth has provided us a
broad perspective on the challenges facing all communities.

Our user fees specialists include:
•
Team

Andrew Grunda,

●

Managing Partner & Principal

•

Gary Scandlan,
Managing Partner & Director

Watson & Associates Economists Ltd.
Re. Conservation Authority User Fees

Sean-Michael Stephen,
Manager

●

Peter Simcisko,
Manager
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Sean-Michael Stephen, MBA
Manager

Sean-Michael started with Watson as an Analyst in 2014,
moving quickly into his current role.
His previous career in professional rugby provided him with
strong leadership capabilities, as well as a strategic and
analytical mindset.
Sean-Michael currently works in the areas of municipal
finance and development charges.

EDUCATION
2017, International Association for Public Participation (IAP2)
Foundations in Public Participation Program
• Planning for Effective Public Participation
• Techniques for Effective Public Participation
2014, Edinburgh Business School, Heriot-Watt University
Master of Business Administration (Awarded with distinction)
2006, University of Western Ontario
Bachelor of Arts, Kinesiology

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
Current
Manager, Watson & Associates Economists Ltd.
• Prepares and participates in development charge studies, water and wastewater rate
studies and development application approval process user fee studies.
2010-2013
Internship positions, United Kingdom
• Contributed to marketing and promotions, and business analysis, for two local
companies in the UK.
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EXPERTISE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Asset management/PSAB
Developer/cost sharing
Development application fees
Development charges
Economic impact of development
Feasibility/business case studies
Municipal financial planning and policy
Municipal service master planning and EAs
Water and sewer rate studies

Watson & Associates Economists Ltd.
Sean-Michael Stephen, MBA
Manager
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Andrew Grunda, MBA, CPA, CMA
Managing Partner, Principal and Director, Municipal Finance

Andrew is involved in studies related to local government
finance, financial operations and policy, and long-term
infrastructure planning.
He is also a member of the senior management group, which
develops interpretations of legislative requirements,
methodologies and alternative policy strategies for corporate
assignments related to municipal finance.
He leads development application approval process user fee
studies, striving to provide municipalities with full cost recovery
user fees for Planning Act, Municipal Act and Building Code Act
mandated services. Municipalities use these studies to
address the increased cost justification for user fees as
required under the Building Code Statute Law Amendment Act.
Andrew also authors studies on matters relating to the
Development Charges Act, full cost recovery water and
wastewater financial plans, as required under the Safe Drinking
Water Act, and long-range financial planning.
Andrew often leads workshops on behalf of partner
associations that address the implications of the proposed
legislation associated with these Acts.

EDUCATION
2012, Institute of Chartered Accountants of Ontario
Chartered Professional Accountant designation
2005
Certified Management Accountant designation
2005, Wilfrid Laurier University
Master of Business Administration
1996, Brock University
Bachelor of Business Administration
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EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
Current
Principal, Watson & Associates Economists Ltd.
• Appointed in March 2012 and holds executive authority in the firm.
Managing Partner and Director, Watson & Associates Economists Ltd.
• Carries co-responsibility for the firm’s municipal sector practice.
• Participates in development charge, development applications approvals process
user fee, municipal restructuring, municipal finance, water and wastewater rate,
and market studies.
1995-1996
Budget Clerk, Regional Municipality of Hamilton-Wentworth, Finance Department
• Assisted with the peer review of the Constituent Assembly’s Report on Municipal
Reform.
• Monitored budgetary exception control systems, account analysis and
reconciliations.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
•

Member, Chartered Professional Accountants of Ontario

EXPERTISE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Asset management/PSAB
DC hearings/post DC by-law
Developer/cost sharing
Development application fees
Development charges
Economic impact of development
Feasibility/business case studies
Municipal financial planning and policy
Municipal service master planning and EAs
Water and sewer rate studies

Watson & Associates Economists Ltd.
Andrew Grunda, MBA, CPA, CMA
Managing Partner, Principal and Director, Municipal Finance
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Connor Jakobschuk, BA, MBE
Analyst

Connor joined Watson in 2019, as part of our Municipal
Finance group. He participates in numerous development
charge background studies, water and wastewater rate
studies and user fees reviews projects with the development
of quantitative models and research.
Connor has a strong background in economics and statistics.
His academic and professional experience with Statistics
Canada has allowed him to develop skills in writing and
presenting formal methodologies, developing creative data
modelling, statistical analysis, and managerial accounting.

EDUCATION
2019, Brock University
Master of Business Economics
2017, Brock University
Bachelor of Arts (Honours), Economics

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
Current
Analyst, Watson & Associates Economists Ltd.
• Supports the areas of municipal finance and development charges.
2017-2019
Teaching Assistant, Department of Economics, Brock University
• Conducted weekly seminars and graded assignments and exams in the areas of
Macroeconomics and Econometrics.
2018
Junior Analyst (Co-op), Consumer Prices Division, Statistics Canada
• Assisted with the review, development and update of price collection and aggregation
methodologies for use in the Consumer Price Index.
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EXPERTISE
•
•
•
•
•
•

Asset management/PSAB
Development charges
Development application fees
Economic impact of development
Feasibility/business case studies
Water and sewer rate studies

Watson & Associates Economists Ltd.
Connor Jakobschuk, BA, MBE
Analyst
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2021 CVC Plan Review Fee Schedule
Application-Collected by Municipality
Minor Variance
Consents (Severances)
Site Plan (Residential)
Site Plan (Commercial, Industrial,
Institutional)
Site Plan Multi-unit Building and
Condominiums
Clearances
Site Plan Water Balance Review Only
(WHPA Q2 Area)

Fees*
$310
Minor $725
Major $3,100
$625
Minor $1550
Intermediate $4,150
Major $7,250
Minor $6,200
Intermediate $12,425
Major $31,050
$2,075
$1,550

Official Plan Amendment

Minor $1,225
Intermediate $3,100
Major $6,200

Zoning By-law Amendment

Minor $1,035
Intermediate $2,575
Major $6,200

Review of Repeat Submissions

Small scale:25% of current fee
Others: 50% of current fee

Application-Collected by CVC
Subdivisions

Fees*
$4,000 per net ha
50% at EIR or EMP submission**
25% at draft plan submission
25% at draft plan approval

Clearances

Minor $5,000
Major $12,000
$15,750
Minor $6,200
Intermediate $20,700
Major $62,000
N/A Permit Fee Only
$2,500 plus permit fee
$5,000 plus permit fee
(Additional fees may apply for Master Plans)
$15,000

Golf Courses
Aggregate Operations

Class EA review-Schedule A
Class EA review-Schedule B
Class EA review-Schedule C

Individual EA/Master Plan
*Fees include HST
** EIR refers to Environmental Implementation Report/EMP Environmental Master Plan
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NOTES
1. The application fee must be paid at the time of filing an application and/or
within 30 days of CVC notification in writing. For outstanding payments,
CVC may place the application on hold upon review until satisfactory
arrangements are established.
2. When processing and reviewing consolidated applications (ZBA/OPA
applications), the highest rate of fees will apply.
3. Separate fees will apply for the processing of CVC permit approvals, with
the exception of Subdivision applications.
4. CVC reserves the right to adjust fees should the review require a
substantially greater or lower level of review including applicant-driven
revisions to an approved plan/application.
5. Fees related to review of repeat submissions (more then 3 submissions)
will be determined by CVC depending on the number, completeness and
quality of the repeat submissions.
6. CVC reserves the right to reassess fee requirements after two years of
receipt of the application, based on timing and receipt of required
technical information.
DEFINITIONS
1. Minor: an application is determined to be “Minor” where no technical
studies are required.
Minor for the purposes of administering clearance fees is a subdivision
clearance of draft plan conditions that is administrative in nature with no
technical studies (e.g. preparation of a letter after confirming that CVC is
satisfied with the registration of the subdivision and review is limited to
grading and sediment and erosion control plans, etc.).
2. Intermediate: an application is determined to be “Intermediate” where,
as an example, a scoped Environmental Impact Study (EIS) is required.
3. Major: an application is determined to be “Major” where technical studies
(e.g. EIS, stormwater management, geotechnical) are required.
Major for the purposes of administering clearance fees is a subdivision
clearance of draft plan conditions prior to registration which requires
significant work to review and clear conditions and requires the review of
technical information (stormwater management ponds, natural heritage
system design, etc.).
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2021 CVC Permit Fee Schedule
Ontario Regulation 160/06
Permit Applications

Permit Fees

Development
Small Scale

$450

Development
Medium Scale

$1,350

Development
Large Scale

$3,250

Development
Major Scale

$5,500

Interference with Wetlands and Alterations to
Watercourses and Shorelines-Small Scale
Interference with Wetlands and Alterations to
Watercourses and Shorelines-Medium Scale

$800
$2,250

Interference with Wetlands and Alterations to
Watercourses and Shorelines-Large Scale

$6,500

Interference with Wetlands and Alterations to
Watercourses and Shorelines-Major Scale

$11,00

Permit for Minor Works

$150

Permit Revisions/Review of Repeat
Submissions

Small scale:25% of current fee
Others: 50% of current fee

Expedited Review (Director approvedsubject to resources available)

Additional 100% of current Fee

In Stream Timing Window Extension
Fill Placement (less than 500m3 )*
Large Fill Placement (greater than 500m3)
Additional Site Visit

Minor $500
Major $5,000
$400
$10,000 plus $1.00 per m3
$200

Property Information
Solicitor/Realtor/Property Inquiry

$325**

GIS Information Request/Service

$50-$75/hr +HST

* 500m is equivalent to approximately 50 truckloads.
** HST applicable to Solicitor/Realtor/Property Inquiry. The $325 fee includes the HST.
3
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NOTES
1. The application fee must be paid at the time of filing an application. A
permit will not be issued unless the application fee has been
submitted.
2. CVC reserves the right to modify or adjust fees should the review require
a substantially greater or lower level of review and/or assessment.
3. Fees related to review of repeat submissions (more than 3 submissions)
will be determined by CVC depending on the number, completeness and
quality of the repeat submissions.
4. All permits are issued for two years. Permit extensions and/or renewals
will not be granted. However, applicants may re-apply for re-issuance
of a new permit for the original approved works in accordance with the
most recent technical requirements.
5. For Permits associated with “Unauthorized Works” or a “Violation”, the
fee will be double the applicable application fee.
6. For large fill placements, the CVC Procedural Guideline for receiving
and processing applications to place fill in excess of 500 cubic metres
should be referenced.
DEFINITIONS
1. Small Scale: an application is determined to be “Small Scale” where no
technical studies are required.
2. Medium Scale: an application is determined to be “Medium Scale”
where limited or scoped technical studies are required.
3. Large Scale: an application is determined to be “Large Scale” where
technical studies are required.
4. Major Scale: an application is determined to be “Major Scale” where a
number of technical studies are required (hydraulic analysis, storm
water management, geotechnical, etc.).
5. Minor in the In Stream Timing Window Extension is applicable where the
request to extend the timing window is made well in advance of the final
date, is considered low risk and requires minimal review.
6. Major in the In Stream Timing Window Extension is applicable where the
request to extend the timing window is made within less than a week of
the final date and/or requires considerable review and effort by CVC
staff.

